Clearly print your full name, last name first: ________________________________________________

The Engineering Program is demanding, requiring excellent grades and top performance. By entering this program, you set a rigorous standard of performance upon your academic endeavors. Following entrance to this program your performance will be reviewed each semester by the Engineering Program Advisor in order to ascertain your level of success in the program. If your performance is near or below the minimum requirements for your engineering institution of choice, the Engineering Program Advisor will discuss with you alternative options. Indicate in the boxes below the engineering school, discipline, and degree option you intend to pursue.

☐ Updated Form – Check box if previously reviewed and this is an updated form.

RIT

☐ Mechanical Engineering

RIT Degree option:  ☐ BS / BS  ☐ BS / MEng  ☐ BS / MS
Minimum Cumulative GPA: 3.0 for BS program, 3.5 for MEng / MS

RPI

☐ Aeronautical  ☐ Environmental
☐ Biomedical  ☐ Industrial and Management
☐ Chemical  ☐ Materials
☐ Civil  ☐ Mechanical
☐ Computer and Systems  ☐ Nuclear
☐ Electrical

RPI Degree option:  ☐ 3-2 BS / BS  ☐ 3-3 BS / MEng  ☐ 4-2 BS / MS
Minimum Cumulative GPA: 3.0 for 3-2 & 3-3, 3.5+ for MS

Clarkson

☐ Aeronautical  ☐ Electrical
☐ Biomolecular  ☐ Environmental
☐ Chemical  ☐ Mechanical
☐ Civil  ☐ Software
☐ Computer

Clarkson Degree option:  ☐ BS / BS (only option for Clarkson)
Minimum Cumulative GPA: 3.0 for regular acceptance

Transfer to ___________________________________________________________ in ___________________________

Indicate your intended RWC Major: __________________________________________________________

Note also the following requirements: The minimum acceptable transfer grade to any of the above institutions is a C. The minimum acceptable grade in a math / science / engineering course is a B. You must complete 96 hours in the RWC portion of the 3-2 programs in order to transfer to the engineering institution as part of the Engineering Program.

By signing below, you authorize the Engineering Program Committee to review your academic records to ascertain your eligibility for your program of choice. Upon review, the Engineering Program Advisor will contact you and advise you of any further actions that need to be taken.

X _____________________________ Date __________________________

Office Use only: Name _____________________________ Date Rec’d ___________ Date Rev’d ___________